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• How do you select professionals who will help you succeed at your coaching practice?

At a networking event Jane attended a few months ago, she met a
man who boasted of having 25 years’ experience in marketing for
various corporations. The first time he ever met her he told her that
her business needed a complete overhaul — new name, direction,
logo, colors, website, the works! It all sounded pretty exciting to Jane
who is an adventurous soul. So they agreed that he would create a
new look for her, while she would provide him with a number of
coaching sessions in exchange.

What qualities must a website and logo designer, copywriter or virtual assistant possess?
But, first, do you even need a group — your “dream team” — that will help you express
and support your vision? Ileana A. Rontea’s response is, “Buyer beware!”

Choosing
Your Dream Team
hen first we decide to open our own business, especially a
home-based one, we all know we can’t do everything ourselves, although we may be tempted to. We know we’re
not lawyers or accountants, so we’re okay with delegating
those tasks. But we often try to do those other things ourselves — even
though they also require advanced abilities — such as website and logo
design or writing content for our sales and marketing materials.
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This person proceeded to create an introductory portfolio for Jane,
without asking her any questions, and before she had done any coaching with him. He didn’t ask to see her business plan and therefore had
no idea of her long-term goals. He never even had a lengthy conversation with her. In other words, he knew nothing about her and obviously
was not interested in getting to know her as a person or a coach. He
used his many years of experience to create something for Jane that
had nothing to do with her at all!
Needless to say, Jane liked nothing about the materials he produced —
from the colors he used to the new logo. In addition, he made the mistake
of relentlessly criticizing everything her other team members had created
for her, and intimated that everything he had not created was garbage.
Jane was understandably angry, recognizing that this person was motivated only by personal gain, and didn’t have her best interests at heart.

Unfortunately, because her business is booming at this point, she is
content to leave her website as is. However, once she has a competitor
or two, she will be at a distinct disadvantage because glaring errors
point to a lack of professionalism and dedication to excellence. Unless
she makes the necessary changes, her venture will ultimately suffer
because of a lack of vision and not understanding that money spent
now on impeccable presentation will bring in substantial revenue later.

o your homework when selecting those people who will work with
you to co-create your marketing strategy and materials that will
ultimately reflect your vision and your brand. Think in terms of a longterm association, as opposed to a project-based one. The best way to find
the right people is through referrals from others you trust, but even then
you need to conduct your own research.
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Find the right people through referrals from others you trust.
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Time is the one thing we are always short of. So, will you spend your
precious time designing and composing website content, acquiring more
clients or providing phenomenal service to the ones you already have?
This issue becomes compounded if you don’t know how to do web or
logo design, but try to master these skills in “no time.” The results are
often so poorly done that, instead of attracting prospective clients, you
turn them away!

So, how do you pick your team? To answer this question, let’s look at
some complications other coaches have encountered in this process. One
complaint I often hear from my clients is that they are working on a logo
with a designer who just “doesn’t get it.” Or, maybe, it’s a web designer
who somehow doesn’t take direction very well and is repeatedly presenting unacceptable drafts. How about an accountant you feel uncomfortable with because your level of risk tolerance is higher than his?

Here’s a case in point. A few months ago, I met someone at a networking event who has a very unique business; so unique that, at this
point, she has no competition! Unfortunately, this person has decided
to do it all herself — create her own website and write her own marketing materials without benefit of an editor. After visiting her site, I
ran into her and gently pointed out that correct grammar, spelling and
lexicon usage would go a long way in supporting her message.

e careful about hiring someone you don’t know and who doesn’t
appear to want to get to know you first! My client, Jane, found this
out the hard way. Jane and I have worked together for some time devising ongoing strategy for her coaching business and creating some fun
and dynamic marketing materials. Jane has also worked with another
talented woman who created her logo and designed her website; we are
both part of her dream team, as she calls it.
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Here are six tips on selecting the most well suited individuals to work with:

them a complimentary coaching
• Offer
session, if appropriate, so that they can experience what you
do as well as allow you to experience them firsthand. If the fit is
right, you might even end up bartering services, which many people do when first going into business. The caution here is to make
sure that this is someone you would want to coach regardless of
any other business relationship.

your team members based on
• Choose
their competencies, portfolios, skill sets, levels of
enthusiasm and, most importantly, make sure they understand
you — what you are trying to accomplish, who you like to work
with and how you coach. If they have prior experience working
with coaches, even better! They should ask you a number of questions, getting as much information from you as possible regarding your short- and long-term goals.

professionals who are accustomed
• Select
to working with home-based business
owners, as opposed to corporate clients. Some professionals
prefer working with corporations because they require less “hand
holding.” Also, less time is spent getting to know them and
respecting individual preferences. Professionals who specialize in
working with entrepreneurs do so because they enjoy the personal
contact, the excitement and synergy that are generated when collaborating with another “sole-preneur.”

designers with samples of work
• Present
you like and don’t like, and tell them why you feel
this way. Be ready to contribute to the effort by being available to
answer any questions and by giving complete feedback on the
project at different stages.

appropriate, discuss colors,
• Where
special design and language preferences
as well as other elements of uniqueness. This is exactly the input
these creative people need from you. A designer’s job is to understand you and your essence and to be able to reflect that outwardly in such a way that your audience will respond favorably.

your target market and coaching
• Know
niche, so that your marketing efforts can reach your intended
audience. If you are a brand-new coach and don’t know your target market, with enough time and experience, you eventually will.
However, when you are ready to advertise yourself as a life coach,
your main goal is to look professional and inspire confidence. By
that point you should have a good idea of who you really enjoy
working with. Keep in mind that there are many other coaches
out there, and you need to differentiate your business from everyone else’s.
Choose your team members as carefully as you would choose your business or mentor coach. Use your intuition, do your research, ask questions and gauge your level of excitement and comfort at the thought of
working with each of your teammates. As your practice grows, you may
want to change some things, such as expanding into coaching entrepreneurs or women returning to the workforce. Or, perhaps, you might need
to change your name and logo because of a new partnership. If you
have developed and nurtured strong connections with your team all
along, they will be there to help you in your new endeavors and along
the path of continued success.

•

Ileana Rontea is Chief Creative Officer of Mind Ignition Associates.
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